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Why??? - the Person 
Approach

focus on unsafe act and therefore its 
perpertrator

blames aberrant mental processes
forgetfullness, carelessness, 
negligence, recklessness



The Person Approach

Emotionally satisfying
Chimes with ‘people as free agents’
In interests of managers
Legally convenient



Why?? - the System Approach 

Humans are fallible and will err
Errors consequences not causes
Origins ‘upstream’ in conditions and 

practises



Clinical decision making

Problem solving
Emphasizes cognitive 

processes underlying 
handling of clinical 
information.

Ways of putting it 
together

Decision making
Describes how 

clinicians choose 
one rather than 
another diagnosis



Problem solving approaches

• Hypothesis based
• List based
• Pattern based
• Solution based



Personal biases
* Anchoring on one piece of information

* Bandwagon effect –doing/believing things because many other 
people do

* Bias blind spot –seeing oneself as less biased than other people
* Choice-supportive bias –remembering one's choices as better 

than they were
* Confirmation bias –searching for/interpreting information to 

confirm preconceptions
* Illusion of control –overestimating one’s influence over other 

external events.
* Impact bias – the tendency to overestimate the length or the 

intensity of the impact of future feeling states
* Information bias –seeking information even when it cannot 

affect action
* Omission bias – the tendency to judge harmful actions as 

worse, or less moral, than equally harmful omissions (inactions)
* Reactance –doing the opposite of what someone wants you to 

do to resist an attempt to constrain your freedom of choice.
* Semmelweis reflex – the tendency to reject new evidence that 
contradicts an established paradigm



Cognitive Load

Information
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Cognitive Load

History/Exam
Working

memory

Education

Training

Experience

Diagnosis

Patient care



Cognitive Load 

Intrinsic cognitive load
inherent difficulty of task

Extrinsic cognitive load
distractions

Germane cognitive load
creating the schema



Types of errors made

system
communication

blinkering
bravado

ignorance

sloth
triage/prioritisation

un-teamwork
training/skills

loss of perspective



So far…..

doctors have multiple strategies to make 
decisions

doctors often get it wrong….
……with consequences

doctors are susceptible to multiple biases
a doctor’s brain is like any other human 

brain



A system approach



Humans are fallible
Systems based on humans will be prone 

to errors
System design can reduce potential for 

errors
Multiple defences can avoid errors
Complex adaptive systems can mitigate 

evolving errors



The Fault Tree
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Multiple layers of defence
- the swiss cheese model



Holes in the cheese

Unsafe acts
errors or violations (exceptional or routine)

Preconditions
internal operator state, poor procedures

Unsafe supervision
Organisational

resources, organisational culture, processes



Organisational Learning

Most adverse outcomes have already 
nearly happened

Cultural shift - report, analysis, change





Take home messages….

HCPs really try hard, but “to err is human”
Systems based around fallible 

components must act to minimise error
need multiple safeguards
require thinking HCPs to spot when its 
going wrong 


